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Now, planting the strongest corn program possible is easy.
Just use the new Performance Profile™ system to compare
the characteristics of different Pioneer® brand hybrids. Then
plant the set of them that best fits your growing conditions
and management practices. Look over tne hybrids recom-
mended for your area. And see for yourself how strong our
numbers are.
QOA Q \rPT A 7 3343 is on its way to being the
01/xO £j VV next great hybrid. As one of the
highest-yielding hybrids in the line-up, 3343 responds readily
to top management. It has strong roots and stalks for
dependable standability and its strong seedling vigor lends
itself to early planting and reduced tillage. And with good
tolerance to common leaf diseases, 3343 is a standout in the
hybrid field.
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OO7Q \TCT A 7 This exciting, high-performance
00/ \Ju VV hybrid is destined to set new
standards for yield in its maturity. It's a consistently high
yielder in good weather and bad; the moderate height and
strong standability of 3379 make it a stable performer. 3379
ranks at the top ofits maturity group for stay green and has
excellent drought stress tolerance and dry down. If you're
looking for record yields, this may be the hybrid to help you
do it.
O A\TTr Even though 3475 has only a 114 day maturity
Cri/D and is a short plant, it often outyields many
hybrids of later maturity. Plus, it also offers very good toler-
ance to drought, resists leaf diseases like Northern Leaf
Blight and Eyespot, and produces strong stalks and sturdy
roots. 3475 is still one of the top hybrids in this area.
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